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About This Game

“We thought they were our friends and benefactors, but instead they are our masters. The Chronicles didn’t liberate us from our
primitive ways – they conquered and destroyed us. The others don’t know, their heads are still full of the melodious voices of

our alien masters. But that will change. I will change it!” – Sasaki

Survive in Space is a skill-based space shooter with a hardcore focus on gameplay mechanics. You take on the role of Sasaki, a
young soldier who discovers the horrible truth of humanity’s enslavement at the hands of the alien Chronicles during a routine

mission. His deep anguish leads him to spiral into depression, and in the darkest depths he finds The Shadow, a primal being full
of hate that grants him the power to confront the Chronicles.

FEATURES

 Over 50 different levels

 5 powerful bosses that you will encounter at the end of each sector – every nine levels. Each boss is a skill puzzle of his
own, with shifting mechanics and environments that will keep you on your toes.

 Over 20 types of enemies split into three different categories: defensive, offensive and supportive.
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 4 different difficulty levels

 Game modes: Additional enemies, Planet fortresses and Asteroids. Active them to make game more interesting.

 5 differenet player ships – each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Find the one that best suits your play style.

 Dual Mode. Dual Mode allows Sasaki to toggle his ships into Offensive and Defensive configurations, sacrificing
firepower for durability and vice versa.

 No player level limit cap.

 9 different abilities upgrades

 Full controller and mouse support, customizable keyboard keybindings

 Music player with over 90 songs. You can add your own music too.
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Title: Survive in Space
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 20 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel dual core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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Mind-bending fun! This is what VR is for.. awesome game i play this game at 13th yo nostalgic. Would not recommend this
because that the stuff in the pack are useless:
- The lockpicking sensitivity upgrade only making the lockpicking easier and where is the fun in this ?
- The water and rope arrows can't be use a lot and they can be bought cheap inside the game.
The only reason to buy it is for the gold that isn't much (750). I think I've tried most of the VR golf games so far. I like this one
the best. It's the most polished and got a nice driving range too. the wedges dont feel natural as in Golf Club VR but they are
learnable. There's a practise range for that too.

Also this game has progression and stuff to unlock which keeps me coming back.. Second Draw a Stickman is a huge
improvement in all ways.

+ relaxing game
+ graphics
+ sound
+ music
+ story
+ controls
. The best DLC character imo. When fighting bosses or Colosseum fights 50+ levels above your own, having Nitroplus in the
party will change these fights from "you getting screwed and doing no damage" to "just barely possible". Get her if you can.

She's the best debuffer in the game, I think the only things she can't do is apply reduced turn speed and stun.

Fairly high AGI, so depending on your party she may go first and apply her debuffs right away.

Her combos start weak but get good later.

Seems to have the highest STR of all characters.

Like the other DLC girls she gets a costume and headress that further buffs her stats, up to +150 STR.

She has weak defense stats buf with proper idea chips and coupling with someone like Blanc or S-Sha it's not a problem.

She looks really good as your leader, cool running\/standing\/jumping animations.. This has to be one of the BEST
games I have on steam!! I love the challenge! And just the game in general!. Its not a bad concept, it just needs alot of
work. many bugs/glitches and incomplete parts make the game not worth your 10 dollars as of now. I would wait it out.
An unusual character for an original story. Already loved the book, the game is a good adaptation even if it could have
been technically better. Can't wait to get the next game of the saga.. I really wish I hadn't bought this. I absolutely love
the Nancy Drew games, and I grew up on Maui, so I thought "Hey, I love Her Interactive, they haven't let me down
before, and I miss Maui and my family, it'd be nice to have a little reminder of home. This'll be perfect for me, right?!".
But, no. I was wrong. So wrong.

I had actually bought a physical copy of this game when it first came out. However, I was still in Maui at that time, and I
had a bunch of other ND titles I still hadn't played yet, so it got put off. And eventually I moved, one of the discs got lost
somewhere along the way, and I couldn't play it. Recently, I got some birthday money, I found that the ND games were
starting to be put on STEAM, and I thought "Oh, perfect! I'll FINALLY be able to play it!!" But the hype was short-
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lived. The searching for shells, the fishing, making necklaces, etc. were nice and calming, but they got boring and
tedious very fast. ND characters are usually all so vibrant, varied, and interesting, so at first I thought these ones would
be the same, especially with the interesting concept introduced at the very beginning of doing stuff, getting novelty
money, doing more stuff, and repeat. I mean, it wasn't the most fun, but it was an interesting concept at least.

I thought they could really do something cool with Big Mike, make him some sort of eccentric dude with interesting
gimmicky get rich quick schemes, but super chill and working on trying not to force his values on his daughter. As for
Pua, I thought they'd explore her relationship with her father more, give her more of a personality. I thought she'd have
more of a local girl with a passion for surfing, but other interests as well. Instead, I got a stereotypical surfer girl who
does nothing but eat, sleep, dream, and breathe, surfing.

But, even after all that disappointment, I still held out hope. I was hoping that if nothing else, the ending would be
interesting. Perhaps they'd somehow make it where KIM was actually the culprit? Her Interactive is usually really good
at making completely unseeable twists at the end. And...again, I was disappointed. The "culprit" was so painfully obvious
from the beginning, but I thought it was just going to be a classic Her Int. rug pull trick of "here's a super suspicious
person, it's so obvious that they did it, but...psyche! Hah, nah fam, they did all these things for completely unrelated
reasons. It was actually this other dude. The actual culprit saw how suspicious they were and used it to try to frame
them." Nope. Not even close. Honestly, Nancy could've solved the case just by skipping everything, opening the locked
box with the map {just her being the curious person she is, and being so close to a locked box that's just out in the open,
in plain sight}, getting snorkel equipment, and following it.

And I'm not even going to get started on those painful frass puzzles.

This game is frass.

I'm sorry, I really wanted to like it, truly I did, but I just couldn't.

The minigames weren't even good, and those are usually the saving grace of otherwise boring ND titles.

Is there any way to get a refund? Seriously, is there?
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I played the first PixelJunk shooter and loved it, so when I went from mac to PC I was excited to be able to get this one.
However, it consistently crashes in the middle of levels. i.e. you don't get you don't get to save. It's a fun game, but I don't have
time to waste replaying levels hoping it doesn't freeze up. If it's on sale and you're interested, buy it; but play it in first few days
and be prepared to request a refund if it starts to freeze/crash on you.. I can eat rocks.

10/10. He's awesome.

Stop spamming that cannon, though. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Not really a maze, but a fun halloween game
for the VIVE! This makes me excited for Christmas :D. It's not often you encounter a game so bad it truly makes you angry, but
this one does, and the fact that this shameful piece of rubbish came from Artifex Mundi just makes it worse. This game
assumes you are a particularly untalented (possibly lobotomized) chimpanzee with learning difficulties, and even if you are, you
will still be flying through the game with zero resistance. I am not exaggerating when I say this: Every puzzle could easily be
replaced with a big ”NEXT” button, without affecting game difficulty in any relevant manner. Yes, it's literally that easy.

This game is an insult to human intellect.. This game is a Sandbox Vehicle Building Game.
Good game. It's pretty rough but I can see a gem under all the dirt.

Pros:
- Sandbox vehicle building game with minor goals in the sand box
- Sky's the limit
- Screw sane machines
- Plenty of cosmetic items
- Save/Load system
- Lots of things that go boom
- Challenges
- 3 different maps for playing
- incredibly peaceful music

Cons:
-Physic engines doesn't seem to like cars at all
- Limited type of movement options
- No multi-player as of 5/27/15
- Weird graphics/rendering
- No controls mapping (Besides trigger keys for creations)
. This is a collection of spatial logic puzzles built on floating cubes. You trigger gates, lasers, and other pieces of the
environment to collect a key crystal and get to the exit. Sounds simple, but because you are working on six separate surfaces and
going back and forth between them, it gives your spatial awareness abilities a workout. The puzzles are for the most part fair and
logical, with interesting twists introduced on a regular basis. I ultimately spent 8 hours playing through all the levels (some have
multiple solutions, and you have to find each solution to unlock all the levels), and greatly enjoyed it. The story isn't much, but
the puzzles themselves more than make up for it. There are a couple that have timing aspects (flooding, lasers that fry you), but
even those are pretty fair, if occasionally frustrating. I would highly recommend this for anyone looking for puzzles that deal
with planning and forethought.. Gives those artillery wusses something to do while we're out winning the war.. This is an ok
game. It was made on Unity, and to be honest this isn't a bad game to buy that is made on Unity. The game is quite hard to beat.
It can make you rage. If you like good cheap games, I reccomend it.

Music Paradise trio bundle:
We’re glad to present you a bundle that includes essential applications for make, mix and edit music

DJ Mix Pads - tons of presets and samples in different electronic music styles.
Party Mixer 3D - feel like a real DJ and mix your favorite songs.
Volume Maximizer - a great box with the most required sound tools for perfect sounding, which you can use in addition to your
music making software.
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You can get the bundle following the link below - of course, at a great discount. Don't miss the chance to get these apps at a
reduced price.
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7132/. NukGames Creator Page:

Hello friends, I'm happy to announce that my creator page on Steam is Up!

There I will post the news of my games in development, new releases and games on sale. Also I will activate the curator of the
page to make lists of games that I'm buying and playing, and recomendations of cool games that you can play here on Steam!

To follow just click on the following link and click on 'follow'

https://store.steampowered.com/developer/nukgames

As aways, thank you very much for the amazing support I receive everyday. That gives me strenght to keep up making games
and improving as a developer.

Paulo Brunassi
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.
Data mining 6 in Steam Store !:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1028380/Data_mining_6/

Game will be available soon). new build for bug fix saw:
we add a new build for the saw

in about 3 days we have a new build for the makeover on all the levels 

. Restoration and
Solenars Edge Rebirth Seasonal Sales/Important Info!:
I hope everyone is basking in the glory of the seasonal sales and enjoying the amazing discounts steam-wide. I'd like to
remind those interested that Solenars Edge Rebirth and Restoration are both apart of the Seasonal Sales. You can get
them both here: http://store.steampowered.com/app/688380/Restoration/ and 
http://store.steampowered.com/app/679470/Solenars_Edge_Rebirth/
Also make sure to save more during these times with the Sword and Cane Bundle! 
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http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/4321/Sword_and_Cane/

I want to say that although Luvocious isn't a direct prequel to Solenars Edge Rebirth or Restoration. Also in no way
shape or form are these games needed to be played before Luvocious. Though it's important to note that some of the
lore is tied in Luvocious. Keeping that in mind, it would be strongly suggested you do play these games as well to fully
comprehend the jokes and references to the lore within Luvocious. Especially the Fantasy Era which takes place in
Alcornagia; the world within Solenars Edge Rebirth.. V1.0.6 Update:
◙ Improvements to marine and vehicle aiming
◙ Fix for rare occurrence when marines cannot enter vehicles or chinook
◙ Fix when trying to enter career stats from next day screen
◙ Minor interface fixes and enhancements
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